
Hidden Treasures Of South India

In this, off the beaten tour, your journey begins from the southeast region of south India - Bangalore and ends at the

southwest coast of India – Cochin. which is certain to surprise you with beautiful experiences of perfect blend of Nature –

waterfalls, houseboat, Canoe ride, Green walks etc…, culture – visit Tribal Village, organic Farm, Spice Trail, Story Trails,

High Tea at Lalith Mahal Palace etc… and enjoy the raw experience of being close to people will certainly awestruck you

and will deliver the best experience at India with us.

Day - 10 Cochin

ALLEPPEY TO COCHIN (B, D)
Drive to Cochin. Kochi is a colonial port town of Kerala whose diverse architecture acts as a
reminderof the foreign traders who came over the centuries to buy spices. Portuguese,
Dutch and British influences combine to bring a colonial twist to a city that is cosmopolitan
and absorbing. After check-in, you go for a spice trail at Fort Kochi. A walk across Fort Kochi
where you will discover the real beauty of this place and get to know why for millennia this
place has attracted travellers from around the world. Hear enthralling stories about the
explorers and the fascinating journeys that they undertook to reach this coastline. Perceive
how trade has influenced not just the culture of this place but also local cuisine. All this and
more in what is possibly one of the most interesting port towns in the East.
Overnight: Cochin
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Inclusions

10 nights in your chosen accomodation

Meal as specified in itinerary

(B = Breakfast, BR = Brunch, L = Lunch, D = Dinner)

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

FOR EXAMPLE:

- City walk at Bangalore

- Tonga ride at Mysore

-  High Tea at Lalith Mahal Palace

- Organic farm tour at Wayanadu

- Tribal village visit at Wayanadu

- Cooking demo with Lunch at Wayanadu

- Village tour at Palakkad

- Green walk and canoe boat ride at Alleppey

- House boat cruise at Alleppey - 4 hours cruise with Lunch

- Spice trail at Fort Kochi

Tours and excursions in mini buses/buses 

or with public transportation according to itinerary

Admission fees according to itinerary

English speaking guides for city tours and activities 

Exclusions

International flights

Meals other than mentioned in itinerary

Tours and Excursions other than mentioned in itinerary

Early check-in and late check-out at hotels

Personal travel insurance

Personal expenses and tips for driver/guides

Visa fees 
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